Mail Orders Filled
at Prevailing Prices

Chau-phone
(Chauffeur Telephone)
A Telephone for Limousines or other
closed automobiles
The Western Electric Chau-phone is a telephone
equipment for automobiles of the Limousine and
Landaulet type for communicating between the passengers and the chauffeur, and takes the place of
the old-fashioned and unsanitary speaking tube.
Receiver

APPARATUS

Transmitter

The apparatus consists of a transmitter mounted on a handle and a weatherproof loud-speaking
receiver fitted to a megaphone horn which can be mounted on the framework of the car near the
chauffeur’s ear. The receiver is so designed that it is adjustable to cars having either right or lefthand drive. Standard finish is black.

OPERATION
Orders spoken into the transmitter in an ordinary conversational tone are delivered to the
chauffeur with the tone magnified—loud and clear—above the wind and the street noises, regardless of the speed at which the car is traveling. This eliminates trouble encountered with a speaking
tube, as with the latter it is frequently necessary for the chauffeur to slow down the car or drive up
to the curb in order to hear the spoken instructions, especially in windy or stormy weather.

INSTALLATION
The Chau-phone can be installed as readily on old as on new cars and the wires can be concealed. The regular car batteries—6 or 8 volts—will operate it, and the current required is so small
as to be negligible, no current being required while not in use.

PACKING
Each Chau-phone is put up in a substantial box containing wire and everything else necessary
to install it, including illustrated directions.
Chau-phones are used by a large number of leading car
and body builders.

Code
1384A
1384B

East of the Rockies
Retail
List
Price
Price
$28.00
$44.00
37.00
56.50

West of the Rockies
Retail
List
Price
Price
$29.40
$46.20
38.85
60.40

In connection with the above, a cord reel can be furnished to take up the
cord of the Chau-phone transmitter. This cord reel is known as No. 1A.
Code 1384B: Same as 1384A but includes a No. 1A cord reel.

Method of Packing

The Chau-phone Completes the Luxury of the Closed Car.

